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ABSTRACT

We review the basic elements of the theory of X-ray absorption using the tools provided
by the theory of multiple scattering. A momentum space approach of clear physical insight is
used where the final formulas expressing EXAFS and XANES, i.e. the structures appearing in the
absorption coefficient above the edge of a deep core level threshold, are given in terms of eigen-
states of the photoeiectron momentum. A simple graphic representation , given for the multiple
scattering function.
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1. introduction.

The history of the explanation of the oscillatory structure
appearing in the X-ray absorption coefficient, as a function of the
X-ray energy above the edge of a core level threshold, called
extended X-ray absorption fine structure {EXAFS), is long and
varied.
It was first recognized [1] that the explanation of the phenomenon
lies in the existence of final state interactions. The final state of
the photoelectron is modified, as compared to the photoemission
from an isolated atom, by the presence of an environment. The
systematic quantum mechanical treatment was initiated by Sayers,
Lytle and Stern [2], who anticipated that the EXAFS technique can
actually yield structure information on the material, particularly
in situations where other techniques, such as e.g. diffraction, are
not available. These papers produced a proliferation of outstanding
contributions [3-25] (for reviews see references [26-31]) who
refined the physical interpretation of the process - including the
possibility to understand also the X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) using the tools provided by the multiple
scattering approach [32-36] - and pointed out its wide
applicability.

Lately, great has been the revival and the enhancement of such a
tool of scientific research with the possibility to use intense
brilliant sources such as synchrotron radiation accelerators.
Applications now encompass almost all fields, in particular
catalysis, chemistry, geology, li'e sciences, materials science,
surface physics, etc.

In this article we review the basic elements of the theory of X-ray
absorption by using the tools provided by the theory of multiple
scattering. After having proven in general the multiple scattering
expansion relevant for our case, an approximate momentum space
approach is used, in which the final formulas are expressed in

terms of eigenstates of the photoelectron momentum. The
approach, which is coupled to a rather simple graphic
representation of the multiple scattering function, gives a very
clear physical insight to the rather complicated process of
photoabsorption.
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2. Multiple scattering theory of *he photoemission
process.

We shall consider the X-ray absorption from a material, a complex
molecular or condensed system (liquid, amorphous or crystalline),
and shall tune the X-rays just above the energy characteristic of a
deep core level threshold for a specific chemical element.
Experimentally one determines (ic, the contribution to the X-ray
absorption coefficient due to the excitation of the core level c. The
coefficient nc is given by:

where nc is the density of atoms with the core level c of concern
and CTC the absorption atomic cross section from this level. As a
function of the energy Ha> of the incoming photon, CTC exhibits a fine
structure, called XANES (2L-ray absorption near gdge structure)
when near (usually up to 50 eV above the edge), and EXAFS
(e_xtended X_-ray absorption line structure) when away from the
edge, which extends well beyond the edge (usually up to 1000 eV).
On the contrary, for isolated atoms the absorption cross section
does not show any oscillatory behaviour, decreasing smoothly as a
function of the energy beyond the edge. XANES and EXAFS are then
caused by the presence of an environment around the absorbing
atom in the condensed material.

The absorption cross section, apart from a slowly energy varying
background containing inelastic X-ray scatterings, can be
identified with the photoemission cross section integrated over
angles and summed over final spin and over the initial degeneracies
of the completely filled core level c.

We shall evaluate the photoemission T-matrix on the energy shell
within the standard single particle Iheory

(2.1)



Hj is the electromagnetic interaction responsible for the photon

absorption. The T-matrix (2.1) will be evaluated to the first order
in the electric charge. H, is therefore given by:

//,= A.p
(2.2)

where m is the mass of the electron and p its momentum operator.
A is the quantized radiation field in the Coulomb gauge.
The initial state in (2.1) is the product of the incoming photon
state vector ij_ > times the initial single particle electronic
normalized bound state vector ly, > relative to the core level c.
\yc > will be written as:

(2.3)

with obvious meaning of the symbols.
In (2.1) ihe final state is the product of the photon vacuum state
10 > times \y'f~' > , the final single particle electronic scattering
state above the Fermi level as resulted from the interaction of the
"active" emitted photoelectron with:

i). the completely relaxed (i.e lowest energy configuration of
the "passive" Z-1 electrons in the presence of the core hole)
ionized absorbing atom A.

ii). the neighbour atoms of A in the condensed material.

For simplicity, we shall consider only elastic scattering from the
neighbours and we shali deal only with spin independent
interactions so that our photoelectron can be considered as
spinless. The generalization to include the photoelectron spin is
straightforward. The inclusion of inelasticities, of many body
effects (such as electron-alectron scattering), of the decay of the
core hole and of thermal vibrations is not trivial. Most commonly,
one introduces proper damping factors in the final formulas to
simulate their effect.

\y<f> > is a "mathematical" state, eigenstate of the total final

state (hermitian) electron's Hamiltonian / /sat isfying incoming

wave boundary conditions. It is connected to the "physical" state

l \ ^ ) > , which obeys outgoing wave boundary conditions, through

time reversal invariance (see ref. [37], Chapter 2.7):

(2.4)

where hk, is the momentum of the photoelectron. ^ '"( t .r) a re

normalized exactly to a three-dimensional Dirac 6-function in k

space.

The total cross section is given by:

(2jc\mhkf
(2.5)

where m. labels the orbital angular momentum degeneracy of the

core level c and the factor 2 represents the two electrons lying on
the level {,E,l,,m).

Since

we can write cc also as an integral over the final energy Ef:

(2.6)

where £ = fcco + Er is the initial energy, F,=^—^- and (HI)01=<o\Hl\\,>.
he

Since l^" '> is eigenstate of the Hamiltonian Hf, belonging to the
eigenvalue £y _ we can write:



o=. (2.7)

The quantity in square brackets appearing in (2.7) is almost a

resolution of the identity:

However, application of the operator §{E-Hf) eliminates the

contribution of the bound states:

since Eh is below and E is above the Fermi level.

For ac we then finally get:

(2.8)

In order to evaluate (2.8), we write 6{E-Hf) in terms oi the

complete Green function G defined by:

E+iE-Hf E-Hf (2.9)

where the limit e-»0+is understood and P means "principal value".

Introducing G+, the hermitian conjugate of the propagator G, we

get:

(2.10)

We finally obtain (here Im means "imaginary part"):

(2.11)

As the photoelectron is emitted, it first feels the potential Ua of

the ionized atom A in its fully relaxed state. It is then convenient

to separate this contribution from the complete Green function G.

The Hamiltonian Hf can be written as:

where K is the photoelectron kinetic energy and

(2.12)

is the sum of

all the potentials exerted on the photoelectron by the neighbouring
atoms. We shall deal with atoms embedded in an interstitial space
with constant, conventionally taken to be zero, potential, which
thereiore determines the zero of energy. The atoms are supposed to
be fully screened so that the photoelectron feels finite range
spherically symmetric nonoveriapping local potentials Un. This is
the so called muffin tin potential model.
We can write:

(2.13)

or, alternatively:

(2.14)

where Guis the Green function belonging to the potential Uo:

G -
' E + it-K-U. ( 2 . 1 5 )

Substituting (2.14) at the right hand side of (2.13) yields:

where



(217)

We finally obtain:

(2-18)

The first term at the right hand side gives the total cross section
for the photoemission from the isolated atom A. The second term
represents all the contributions to a. due to single and multiple
scatterings suffered by the photoelectron in the material.

The operator 7~aa, if it were not for the fact that G contains also
contributions from Ug , would represent the T-operator for the
complete scattering of the photoelectron from the environment of
the atom A. The multiple scatierings contain instead also
contributions from the rebouncings of the photoelectron from the
absorbing atom A.

In order to evaluate Taa , let us consider the operators 7V defined

as follows:

(2.19)

For k=j=a, Tkj reduces to Taa . In (2.19), let us single out from G the

contribution from the isolated atom N:

(2.20)

Using (2.20) in (2.19) we get:

(2-21)

Let us define as tn , the complete T-operator tor the scattering of
the photoelectron from the isolated atom N:

(2.22)

We see that the first two terms at the r.h.s. of (2.21) contain a sum
of tn' s:

U.G.

(2.23)

The square bracket at the r.h.s. of (2.23) is just Tn/, while for
we can use the identity":

UnG. = tfio

where Co is the free space Green's function:

(2.24)

G„=-
(2.25)

* Note that it is just with (2.24) that we make the muffin tin potential model enter
the game. Up to (2.23) we could have retained, in full generality, Couloii. Lai Is in
the various un.

We get then for the 7 '̂s a very simple integral equation:

(2.26)

To find a solution of the integral equation (2.26) is a formidable
task. Formally it is given by the matrix operator:

r—U
(2.27)

where the matrix operators T and i i are defined according to:

10



(2.28)

If ||QlF| < (I'll lor any normalizabfe state ¥ oi the scattering states
manifold, then it is possible to write the perturbative solution:

"=» (2.29)

The expansion (2.29) converges for sure at high photoetectron
energies, where the scattering is weak.

We are now in the position to write down a perturbative expansion
in multiple scattering terms for Taa. Just place k=j-a in (2.29):

k*a

Using (2.30) in (2.18), we see that the generic term of the multiple

scattering expansion has the following closed-loop structure. After

emission from the atom A, the complete (in the field Ua) propagator

Ga takes the photoelectron to the atom J, the electron is scattered

there (?) and gets propagated in free space (G ) to the atom K ...

until from the atom N the electron propagates, with the complete

Green's function Gg, back to the atom A. Each leg of the closed-loop

connects only different atoms.

T can be written as:

T =
(2.31)

where T^ is the contribution from an s leg closed-loop, i.e. s-1
rescatterings.

We have therefore obtained an expression of the total cross section
as a sum of ai! the possible multiple scatterings. The overlap of
these terms with that representing the photoemission from the
isolated atom A, gives rise to the structures (XANES and EXAFS)
observed in the absorption coefficient.

Far above the threshold the scattering of the photoelectron is
weak, so that one can retain only the single scattering term s=2. At
low electron energies, i.e. near threshold, the scattering is strong
so that, in the region where the perturbative expansion (2.29) still
converges, one must take into consideration also multiple
scattering terms of higher order.

Before ending this Section, we would like to point out that the
operator Taa, besides being the relevant operator tor the
description of all multiple scatterings in the absorption
coefficient, is also responsible for taking into account these
processes in the photoemission differential cross section since it
appears in the T-matrix Tf^t.

In fact, let us introduce the scattering state JV/1IA) > from the
completely isolated atom A (Hamiltonian K+Ua). For the state

vector |V/"' > we can write:

(2.32)

where GM is the incoming wave Green function belonging to the
Hamiltonian Hf, which equals the hermitian conji iate of G. The T-

matrix (2.1) reads then as follows:

where:

(2.33)

(2.34)

Introducing (2.14) for the complete Green function G appearing in
(2.33), and using (2.17) we finally obtain:

(2.35)

which proves our statement.



3. Evaluation of the total cross section.

We proceed to evaluate the total cross section ac.
We now apply the dipole approximation, which amounts to

substitute in (2.1) for <o|H,|l, >=(H,)0l the quantity:

» _
(3.1)

where e is the unit polarization vector of the photon.
Eq.(2.18) then reads:

(3.2)

where a = e~/Hc. Choosing the z-axis along the polarization vector e
we can write:

where d is the operator measuring the angle between the vectors e
and ?.
We need now to evaluate the complete propagator Ga. We shall use

the notation !r> ; for the eigenket of position used by the observer
who has placed the origin of coordinates in the center of the atom
J.
Using spherical harmonics (in the notations of ref.[37], Appendix to
Chapter 2), Ga then reads:

<3.3)

r< indicates the smaller of r and r\ r> the larger.

\|/|+)(*,r) is the physical wave function satisfying the boundary
condition (regularity at the origin):

n

where ft(k) is the Jost function [38]. y\*'{k,r) appears in the

expansion of \\f'*'(k,r) in spherical harmonics:

17) =

O u t s i d e t h e muf f i n t in po ten t i a l , s a y fo r r>R , y'*'(k,r) is g i ven by:

y'+'fk.r) = 4nkr\ jl{kr) + h

which for large r becomes:

(3.4)

(3.5)

where i\A) is the phase shift produced by the potential Va of the
relaxed atom A.

From (2.4) one gets:

and using the fact that f,(k)=\fi(k)\c\p(-id',']) :

(3-6)

(3.7)

ft~'(k,r) is an incoming wave eigenfunction (^yf'fk.r)), which is
irregular at the origin, determined by the boundary condition at
infinity:

lime1"f;-)(k,r)=\
(3.8)



Outside the potential f,'~'(k,r) is just given by:

We have now all the elements necessary to compute a

(3.9)

The cross section (3.2) is composed of two terms. Let us lirst

evaluate the first one which describes the cross section a[A) f rom

the isolated atom A.

The cross section c[A> can be obtained in a simpler way Irom (2.5)

just substituting P£.t for Tf^,. The evaluation is straightforward

and gives:

(3.10)

Otmd)
where F2= ;— and the quantity <Yj[YwYl^i > , also referred to as

Gaunt coefficient in the literature (note that \YiaYlm > is not

normalized to 1), determines the possible values of /, which are:

l = l;±l. M\*> is given by:

(3-11)

Let us now evaluate the second term of (3.2), the one which
contains all multiple scattering contributions to the cross section.
In these terms, Ga always operates in expressions like

<A\G,t,....,n^a, or the specular reflected of this. In our muffin tin

potential model the physical wave function yJ+)(A.rj en te r i ng

<rjca|?'> will then be evaluated for r< lying inside the atom A,

while f^'ik^) must be evaluated for r> inside the atom N.

15

Using (3.3), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11), for the total cross section we

finally obtain:

(3.12)
im t'jiT >,

where the multiple scattering function Xh,,JV contains all the

contributions from the environment:

(3.13)

The first term in (3.13), i.e. Bu£m., gives of course' rise to the cross

section a[A).

From (3.12) we see that a nice factorization of the information

about the environment of the absorbing atom has been obtained.

Also, from (2.31), we see that the multiple scattering function

X*,,t^ can be written as a sum of contributions from the various

multiple scatterings:

*-•'•»• = I * £ , " (3.14)

where xllW=5,r5™-
We would like to mention that a considerable simplification of

(3.12) is obtained if one can average over the incoming photon

polarization vector. In fact, in this case one gets that only the

diagonal elements of the matrices M<A> and % contribute. In order to

see this, substitute l^ for Yl0 and average (3.12) over m v The

crucial quantity is:

(3.15)

Its calculation is standard. Use of Eq.(A2.16) of ref.[37] yields:

16



Here the sums over m, and m, collapse to the value S,,^. due to the
completeness of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Use is then made
of the explicit expressions of the C-coefficients when one of the
angular momenta is 1, which can be found in Table 2.3 of ref,[37]:

(3.16)

For the total cross section averaged over the polarization vector
we finally obtain:

(3.17)

17

4. The momentum space approach.

We need now to evaluate the multiple scattering function %'i'J/•,„•• l t s

correct derivation has been given in the literature [3,5,6]. In this
review we prefer an approximate, but much simpler, approach
which has the merit of giving a very clear physical insight into the
complicated problem of photoabsorption.

Consider then the multiple scattering perturbatrve expansion
(2.30). Let us first take into consideration the role of the .ree
space Green functions Cn.

The first term represents the contribution from single
rescatterings, i.e. just one reflection from the environment. No GB

there. All the other terms represent contributions from multiple
scatterings. In these latter terms the free space Green function
Go is always sandwiched between two t/s. Consider a typical
grouping:

*fittp = ,< rlr,
(4.1)

The propagator p<r'\Ca\r>p reads:

r - r •
(4.2)

with C = -m/{2Kh1). The operators tp and r, standing to the right and
to the left of G,, force ? and F1 to lie where the muffin tin
potentials up and U9, respectively, do not vanish. The approximation
we now apply corresponds to the small atom approximation.
Accordingly, we replace \r-r] in the denominator of (4.2) with the
interdistance Rqp between atoms P and Q, while for the phase at the
numerator of (4.2) we use the expansion:

18



(4.3)

where

Note that in (4.3) the vector pv originates from the atom J and the

vector Ry, points from atom P to atom Q.

Let us deiine the vector k as

k - t R"p

(4.4)

Its modulus coincides with k , i.e. the modulus ot the momentum (in

units ft) of the final photoelectron, while its direction is along the

interdistance vector Rv. For (4.1) we get:

(4.5)

where we have used the identity \r'>p=\pw ><I which holds since these

eigenkets describe the very same point in space, w.iich is seen as ?'

from the atom P and as pv from the atom Q. We also have ir >,,=;?„ >,,.

We use now the relation:

(4.6)

where lit > is eigenstate of the momentum of the photoelectron
belonging to the eigenvalue hk. Finally, using the completeness

relations jd'pj\pi>! ;<p ; i=i, Eq. (4.5) then reads:

19

(4.7)

Therefore, in the perturbative expansion (2.30), for a Go sandwiched
between a tq and a tp, in the considered small atom approximation,
we can substitute the quantity:

SG.h ^(l*)' ,q* p (4.8)

For the r-operators there are three possibilities:

i). tp is sandwiched between two Gn, as in the grouping ...tfi,,tfijm...

(q* p, p* m);

ii). fpappears in a position like: ...Gjp\r'">, ,p*a, or its specular

reflected expression;

iii). fp appears sandwiched between two eigenkets of position:

Let us consider each of these in detail.

Case i). As an application of (4.7), we see that in a typical

grouping of the type ,..t:iGjpGjm... for tp we can substitute the

matrix:

t, —> (4.9)

Case ii). It occurs when tp stands at the end or in front of 7~a

Consider then the resulting "tail" of (3.13):

.../ (4.10)

which, using (4.7) and (4.8), reads:

20



(4.11)

In the evaluation of (4.11), we must develop <*JP|'p|'
r'>J into a

momentum space T-matrix.

First of all, we can substitute the matrix < kv\tp\pp >p for <k \t\F>a

since l?'>, =#,,>,,. Secondly, the vector F in (4.11) connects the

center of the atom A with the region where the muffin tin potential
Up does not vanish. Therefore ? ' varies ove, a small region of space

and its modulus is large. We can then substitute R^ for r both i n

the argument of the spherical harmonic Yrm. and in the denominator.

We use then the asymptotic expression (3.8) for ft'~\ which allows

maximum simplicity for the results, writing (now r'=pp+Rpa);

f!.-''lkrr') = el>' = A ?
 3 A V M - (4.12)

(4.12) holds of course good for k/r'«[ . Corrections must then be

introduced at low electron energies [12,20,23].

For (4.10) we therefore obtain:

(4.13)

Using now (4.6) anci the completeness of the set of eigenkets of

position (Ip,, >p), we finally get for (4.10), i.e. for the "tail" of

(3.13):

• ' A . > < k Y,JRpa) (4.14)

and similarly for the corresponding "front" of (3.13):

(4.15)

21

where we have used the fact that:

Case iii). This is the case of only one reflection of the
photoelectron from the atoms surrounding the absorbing atom A.
Using the very same procedures as above, we immediately get:

(4.16)

We must now collect the results in order to write down the

expression of x^V™- We do this in the next Section where we also

give a simple graphic interpretation of the multiple scattering

function.

22



5. Graphic representation of the multiple

scattering function x!-™Vm-

By collecting the results obtained in Eqs. (4.8), (4.9), (4.14), (4.15)

and (4.16), we can write down the general multiple scattering

function x'i'Jrm- a s follows:

•••'A,> (5.1)

where 2 , represents the sum over all possible closed-loops

APQ...UVA of order s.

In (5.1) the r^-matrix <* r,|r,|^> describes the scattering from the

state \kqp >, which visualizes the electron impinging on the target atom

Q having been shot from the atom P wilh momentum kqp , to the

state lit,, >, which represents the electron as going from atom Q to

atom R with momentum krq. The momentum of the electron is

always directed along the vector joining the two atoms. Since in

our approach only elastic scattering is taken into account, the

modulus of the various momenta is always equal to k and all the t-

matrices in (5.1) are then defined on the energy shell.

The factor rxpfZih'f') is of course representative of the scattering
of the photoelectron from the potential Ua of the atom A.

The quantity I!(C1I)P propagates the electron as a free particle from

atom P to atom Q .

Eq. (5.1) describes then in momentum space the bouncing of the
photoelectron from atom to atom of the condensed system. The
photoelectron goes in a closed-loop, starting from the absorbing
atom A, scattering successively from atoms P, Q, ... , U, V and then
returning to atom A again (note that equations must be read from

right to left). As already pointed out, also the phot ^absorber A can
appear as an intermediate step of a closed-loop, -rom each atom
the photoelectron suffers on shell scattering. From atom to atom
the photoelectron propagates as a free particle.

The general form of the multiple scattering function x\mi-m- can best

be understood in a graphical form. We represent one term of x'/Jj,,,

with a closed-loop diagram in which a line corresponds to the

propagation of the electron from an atom to the next and a comer

stands for the scattering cf the electron from an atom. It is

convenient to introduce the scattering amplitude /,, (also called

scattering factor! defined thiough the momentum space fq-matrix

on the energy shell:

lUn (5.2)

where $fa,, the angle formed by the vectors k^ and kv, represents

the colatitude angle of scattering from the site Q. The scattering

amplitude does not depend on the azimuthal angle since our muffin

tin potentials are spherically symmetric. The modulus square of / ,

is exactly equal to the differential cross section tor the elastic

scattering of the photoelectron from the atom Q.

We also define a new electron propagation function:

(5.3)

The rules to construct the generic closed-loop diagram present in

the multiple scattering function x\m.vm' exhibiting lines a n d

corners (i.e., respectively, propagation of the electron from atom

to atom and scattering of the electron from an atom) are then

shown in Table 1.



TABLE 1

Corresponctenca between diagrams and multiple scattering terms

Component of Diagram Factor in

Internal electron line

o-
Q

o
pCorner = Electron-atom scattering

to R from P

Initial electron line

o —
p
Final electron line

o
vEach diagram is actually a ctosed-loop and is accompanied by the factor t,.

One must take the 'imaginary part" of the whole expression. In order to get the

complete X^'r»>- one m u s t PBT^orm t n a s u m o n a" ! n e closed-loops of same order J.

25

Using the recipes given in Table 1, we can easily write down the
multiple scattering function for trie generic closed-loop diagram
A, P, Q, R T, U, V, A shown in Fig.1:

Im .«!*

(5.4)

Remember that xj£'iw i s described by a closed-loop which connects a
total of s atoms (the absorber A + [5-1] corners), and comprses a
total of s electron lines (an initial and a final + [.v-2] internal
electron lines).

Let us consider in some more detail the cases s=2,3,4-

The single scattering case s=2: EXAFS.

The diagram is shown in Fig.2. It consists of only two electron
lines (an initial and a finaf one) and one corner. We get:

X = (5.5)

Since d ^ t , the relevant amplitude fp is evaluated at the

backscattering angle n.

Eq. (5.5) is just the traditional EXAFS formula. Let us see its
expression when the absorption occurs from a K-shell. In that case
we have/,-0, so that /=/'="!, and m=m'=O. xZr* therefore obtains the
form:

(5.6)

where for the backscattering amplitude /„(*) we have written

26



For K-shell absorption in the EXAFS regime, i.e. in the energy
interval where the terms of order s>3 are negligible, the relation
between the single scattering function and the absorption
coefficient nc is the simplest possible:

Xio.w i A,

where we have defined the isolated atom background as ' =nca[A

The double and triple scattering cases v=3,4.

Let us now write down the expressions of tl\r»- a n d xlTr,, which
involve two and three scatterings, respectively, from the
environment of the absorbing atom A. The diagrams to consider in
these cases are shown in Figs.i and 4. We easily get:

(5.7)

(5.8)

Xhl'iv gives a correlation of three atoms in space. Therefore, even
though in general smaller than the single scattering contribution
(5.5), it provides the possibility to measure, for example, the bond
angle

a
under which the atom A sees atoms P and Q [25].

In the case of £ ' , . , , we have also the possibility, shown in the
second diagram of Fig.4, in which the absorber A appears as an
intermediate step of the closed-loop.

Eqs. (5,7) and (5.8) will contain information on XANES, the
structure appearing in the absorption coefficient at low
photoelectron energy.

6. Concluding remarks.

As already pointed out, the electron scattering becomes strong at
low energies so that, as we approach the edge, more and more
terms of the perturbative expansion (2.29) are needed to describe
the behaviour of the cross section. In general, the EXAFS (high
energy) region, where only single scattering is relevant, merges
into an intermediate region where double, triple, ... , scatterings
become important, This is followed by a region very close to the
edge where, usually because of the non convergence of the multiple
scattering series, one likely needs to take the full non-
perturbative solution (2.27) of (2.26). This region might be missing,
as in the case of a free-electron metal.
At any rate, at these low photoelectron energies the single particle
T-matrix must be corrected to take into account the contribution
of many body effects. A many body factor which should anyway
multiply the cross sections is

(6.1)

The factor Fo represents the modulus square of the Z-1 "passive"
electrons overlap integral and, being less than 1, simply decreases
the amplitude of the cross section. Fo is the result of the reduction
of the original many body T-matrix to the single particle one (2.1),
as obtained in the independent particle model which yields,
ignoring exchange effects, a factorization of the many body state
vector in a ("passive") Slater determinant state vector i y~ " >
times the state vector describing the "active* photoeiectron. This
factorization breaks down for the final state at energies close to
the absorption threshold, where terms additional to the Slater
determinant contribute.
Another type ot many body effect, the one related to electron-
electron scattering, is discussed below.
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The multiple scattering function x'imrm- must stitl be corrected for
all kinds of inelasticity and disorder. These corrections amount to
overall dampings of each term of the perturbative espansion (2.29)
and are therefore able to improve the convergence of (2.29).

All types of inelasticities, electron-electron scattering and finite
core hole life time are usually taken care of by the introduction of
a damping factor. This can be understood as follows.
Phenomenologically, the above processes, being absorptions from
the elastic scattering channel, are roughly described by adding a
small imaginary part -)|v,| to the Hamiltonian H . Suppose for a
moment that vt is constant. We get then a very simple expression
for the new electron momentum:

< l ^ l
' 2 k , (6.2)

where the new kf is the real part of the photoelectron momentum.
The important correction for the multiple scattering function
applies of course to the phase of the propagators (since the
imaginary part of the electron momentum is small, the rest of
X^Vm' c a n De evaluated at kf), which get in fact a damping
exponential:

(6.3)

where

= 2kfl\Vt\, (6.4)

In reality life is not that easy, but we still maintain that the
damping exponential is there so that the propagators are
represented by (6.3) with X interpreted ss a mean free path for the
electron. The energy dependence of X will be strong and it is
expected that the leading term will be of the form (6.4), becoming

therefore very important at low photoelectron energies, where it
will help the convergence of the perturbative series (2.29).
The presence of the damping exponential penalizes long length
closed-loop diagrams such as those involving single scatterings
from distant coordination shells, or multiple scatterings with
many legs since the overall contribution from the electron
propagators turns out to be:

(6.5)

where ^ is the total length of the closed-loop.

As far as "disorder" is concerned, from quantum mechanics we
know that the distance R between two generic atoms P and Q

cannot be fixed. Besides, in molecules or condensed systems the
position of an atom fluctuates because of thermally induced
vibrations. More disorder is found in solutions, amorphous systems,
glasses.
What happens in practice is that, being the absorption process
faster than any molecular motion, it observes an instantaneous
fixed atomic distribution; the experimenter collects several
"snapshots" over a time long compared to the vibration periods, and
therefore measures a time average of this distribution.
We shall discuss here the case of K-shell absorption, s=2 (EXAFS);
the general treatment can be found in ref. [22].
The time average is profitably replaced by an average of Eq. (5.6)

over all configurations of the bond distances Rpa. We write

h= (6.6)

where spc=uf-Stl. Here «, is the j-th atom displacement vector. We

expand then R^ by retaining only terms to first order in ii^.

" j a - "-pa "<>

(6.7)
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The average of (5.6) affects most of all the sine function. We shall

evaluate the remaining part of the FXAFS function {including the

damping factors expi-R^/X)) at the equilibrium positions R^^R'^.

We make the further approximation of averaging, using a Gaussian

distribution, only on the variable u^u^.R'^/Rj,°', neglecting the

effects of atomic vibrations orthogonal to the bond direction Rpa.

Defining the phase Ap =2/tf^
1+2S"'+<t>p, the evaluation of the

average of the sine function appearing in the p-th atom term of

(5.6) is straightforward:

' sinAp

(6.8)

The variance CT; is of course temperature dependent and is

interpreted [8,28] as [u^.R™ / Kg]1, i.e. as the mean-square relative

displacement along the bond direction.

The damping exponential exp(-2kja2
p) is usually referred to as the

Debye-Waller factor (this is improper, see [28]).

The EXAFS formula for K-shell absorption, corrected for

inelasticities and disorder, is then finally given by:

Eq. (6.9) is the most used in the applications. As thoroughly
discussed in many papers (see reviews [26-31]), great is the
information which can be extracted from (6.9), using the methods
of Fourier transform, about the local atomic arrangement around
the absorbing atom. Particularly, for the neighbouring atoms one
can obtain their bond distances Rpa Irom the absorber A, their

coordination numbers and chemical types.
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Fig.1: The closed-loop diagram representing a generic term of the
multiple scattering Junction x(s)- Fig.2: A closed-loop diagram for 5=2 (EXAFS).
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Fig.4: Closed-loop diagrams for s=4.




